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Bio - 30 words 
Austral are a new high energy, four-piece Australian-Celtic supergroup. With banging pipe            
tunes, high-energy fiddling and tribal rhythms from the didgeridoo, get ready for the drop! 
 
Bio - 130 words 
Austral are a high-energy, four-piece Australian group featuring Angus Barbary on fiddle, vocals             
and bouzouki, Caity Brennan on fiddle and guitar, Rhys Crimmin on guitar, percussion,             
didgeridoo and vocals, and Connor Hoy on Uilleann pipes, flute and whistle. All four members               
have played at festivals all over Australia in different projects and have come together to form                
an Australian/Celtic supergroup. With influences from bands such as The East Pointers, Trouble             
in the Kitchen and We Banjo Three, Austral have had overwhelming love and support whilst               
busking on the streets of Melbourne and have developed their own high-energy sound that has               
audiences up and dancing. Austral are carving a new face for Celtic music in Australia and are a                  
band not to be missed! 
 
Bio - 60 Words: 
Carving a new path in Australia’s celtic music scene, Austral are an energetic group of young                
musicians with family roots in traditional music and have come together for new sounds              
combining the didgeridoo, Irish pipes, high energy fiddling, journeying songs and energetic foot             
percussion. Whether you see their set on stage or find them at the session afterward, Austral                
will get your festival going! HUP! 
 
Video Links: 
 
The Old Bush (Koroit sessions) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fr3Ztlftarg 
 
Throwdown Hoedown - https://www.facebook.com/australmusic/videos/225752648336105/ 
 
Pound a Week Rise (song) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6AG9ggEhTe0 
 

Workshops: 
● ‘Chiller’s fiddle’ - Learn how to be rid of your classical violin training and relax when                

playing celtic music fit for sessions down the pub. 
● ‘It’s all about the drop’ - Ensemble workshop on how to blend traditional instruments in a                

modern way. 
● ‘Didgeridoo, didgeridon’t’ - Beginners class in didge drones, calls and learn how to do              

circular breathing. 
● ‘Choonbacker’ - How to listen out for chord changes in a celtic music session and               

support them with bouzouki, mandolin or guitar. 
● ‘Sean nos dancing’ - How to make music with your feet. 
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